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Engagement Outcomes Report – Farquhar Street Rehabilitation

Introduction
This report provides a summary of community consultation that was undertaken between 22
May and 5 June 2019 to gain community feedback on the proposed road rehabilitation to
Farquhar Street Wingham between Bent and Queen Streets.
The report further notes community discussion in relation to the intersection of Bent and
Farquhar Streets.
This report is presented in four sections:
1. Introduction and background
2. What were people engaged on?
3. What people said?
4. Next steps?

Project background
Wingham is a small community that sits within a rich historical setting. The community
resonates with its connection to history and this is reflected in the visual aspect of the town,
buildings and surrounds. The local community is well-known for its innovation and creativity
with an emphasis on involvement.
Farquhar Street is home to;


Wingham Town Hall



Churches



NSW Fire Station



Small businesses and residents

Farquhar Street has been identified as a road that has run its life and in need of
rehabilitation.

What were people engaged on?
Purpose of engagement
The overall purpose of the engagement with the community was:


To gain feedback from the community on the proposed scope of works and individual
elements in the proposed design options

Objectives of engagement
To achieve this, the engagement had the following objectives:


Provide key stakeholders and community with the opportunity to comment on the
detailed design options for the proposed works and understand the potential impacts
of each design prior to the final design being drafted.
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Provide key stakeholders and community with detailed information on the proposed
works, to help support participants to provide considered feedback.



To educate the community and key stakeholders on the considerations given to the
design options.



Ensure participants in the engagement feel their feedback is valued during this
process and are informed of the how their feedback has informed the final design.



To continue to build trust with our community and ensure that we deliver benefits by
meeting the current and future needs of the community.



Ensure the project is completed on time and within budget.

Project scope
Council propose to rehabilitate Farquhar Street Wingham between Bent Street and Queen
Street. The rehabilitation consisting of two main factors;
1. Extensive road repair works and resurfacing.
2. Change to existing road layout with the reduction of the carriage width from Primrose
Street to Queen Street removing the existing rear to kerb parking and replacing this with
parallel parking on both sides of the street in this section.
Predominately all areas of the rehabilitation works were negotiable and we went to the
community with four designs to gain their feedback;
Design Plan Option 1

Is in keeping with the existing layout of the road with
resurfacing/rehabilitation works to the existing road area.

Design Plan Option 2

Significant reduction to the road width,
resurfacing/rehabilitation works, parking conditions to become
parallel parking only

Design Plan Option 3

Slight reduction to the road width with improved pedestrian
access, resurfacing/rehabilitation works, with both parallel and
rear to kerb parking options

Design Plan Option 4

Significant road reduction, resurfacing/rehabilitation works,
with both parallel and rear to kerb parking options

The non-negotiable elements to the project were that rehabilitation works to the road surface
and rectification of road levels for improved cross falls for drainage are necessary.
The original project scope was expanded following the Community Conversation held in
Wingham on 7 May 2019 at which time it was identified as a priority to the Wingham
community that a remedy was required to the intersection of Bent and Farquhar Street.
Due to the overwhelming concern in relation to this intersection we felt it important to include
a discussion in relation to this intersection at our engagement workshops. Four (4) design
options for this intersection were displayed to the community with a detailed explanation
being provided for each design.
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How did people have their say?
The range of engagement activities undertaken provided a variety of ways for the community
to share their opinion and ideas, and generate community conversations. By providing a
range of face-to-face and online engagement opportunities we were able to get input from a
broad cross section of the community, including key interest groups, stakeholders and hard
to reach groups.
Face-to-face engagement

Online and electronic
engagement

Communications

2 community workshops with
44 participants

220 visits to Have your say
page on Council's website

100+ letters hand delivered
to local residents and
businesses

506 visits to Have your say
page on Council's website

100+ flyers distributed
Media coverage - article in
Wingham Chronicle, radio

1418 people reached on
Farquhar Street Design
Facebook posts

64 engagements on
Farquhar Street Design
Facebook posts

Advertisements in the
Wingham Chronicle and
Manning River Times on 15
May, 22 May and 29 May

Submissions

10 submissions received

Engagement activities
The following activities were used to seek input and build awareness of the community
consultation on the proposed designs for the Farquhar Street rehabilitation between 22 May
and 5 June 2019.
Have Your Say page
The Have Your Say page provided an online hub to both share information, encourage
participation in engagement activities and direct linkage to the online submission.
Information included draft design plans, key dates, and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).
Over the period of the engagement, there were 220 visits to this page.
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Submission
The option to complete an online submission was a secondary tool for gathering feedback
and aimed to seek comments on the design options. The plans and submission questions
were available on the Have Your Say webpage.
10 submissions were completed.
Appendix 1 provides a copy of the submission data.
Q and A
The Question and Answer tool was available on the Have Your Say page and enabled
people to seek clarifications related to proposed rehabilitation works.
Workshops
As a part of our face to face engagement
we hosted two onsite community
workshops, Wednesday 22 May at 10am
and Wednesday 29 May at 6pm to
educate community on the proposed
design options, gather feedback on the
design options and to inform people of
how to have their say.
The workshops involved a two display
boards showing the design options for the
rehabilitation works highlighting valuable
information such as loss of car parking
spaces, removal of gutter bridges, cost
savings and increased green space.
Bent and Farquhar Street intersection
Following the Community Conversation on 7 May 2019 which identified the intersection of
Bent and Farquhar a main priority for the community of Wingham, draft plans from 2004
were placed on display for viewing and discussion at the community workshop. Detailed
information in relation to the four (4) proposed draft plans was discussed during the
workshop and community were requested to indicate their preference;
10am Community Workshop 1

18 supported Option 1

6pm Community Workshop 2

7 supported Option 1 and 2 supported Option 3

Level of engagement
As outlined in MidCoast Council’s Community Engagement Policy we utilise the International
Association for Public Participation (IAP2) five-point framework for measuring the level of
community engagement for each project.
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Within this scale, this project achieved an Inform /Consult /Involve level of engagement. At
this level our commitment to the community was to listen to and acknowledge the benefits
and limitations of the proposed designs and consider these in the development of the final
design.
The diagram below shows the levels of engagement and the activities undertaken within
each level.

Inform
Letters and flyers
Have your say
page
Closing the loop

Consult
Community
Workshops x 2

Involve
Submission
Community
Workshops x 2

Collaborate

Empower

What people said?
Participants in the engagement were asked to provide feedback on the various draft design
options. These were broken down into four separate designs, focussing on what they liked or
did not like in each of the designs.
The following provides a summary of feedback provided through the community workshops
and submissions.
Note that the comments on each design have been summarised and participants may have
raised more than one point in their response. Percentages have been calculated against
number of comments, not participants.
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Design Options 1-4
Design Option 1

Design Option 2

Design Option 3

Design Option 4
0

5

10
Positive

Negative

15

20

25

Neutral

The preferred design is option 4 followed by design option 2.
Common themes from feedback received is summarised in the below charts. These charts
identify what the participants like or don’t like in each design.

Design option 1
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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Design option 2
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Design option 3
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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Design option 4
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Design options in summary
The most common themes reported for design option 1 were;


Improve pedestrian safety



Resolve the issues at Primrose and Farquhar Street intersection



Maintain current road width

The most common themes reported for design option 2 were;


Resolve the issues at Bent and Farquhar Street intersection



No increase in additional lawn maintenance



Retain car parking and increase green space

The most common themes reported for design option 3 were;


Kerb blisters are preferred



Removal of gutter bridges



Improve pedestrian safety

The most common themes reported for design option 4 were;
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Removal of gutter bridges



Kerb blisters are preferred



Retain this car parking option

Important Information
The original scope of the community engagement was to gather feedback from the
community in relation to rehabilitation works to Farquhar Street Wingham. Community
feedback raised 11 times the need to resolve the Bent and Farquhar Street intersection.
The following chart summaries all themes identified from all four design options in relation to
the Farquhar Street rehabilitation.

Design options 1-4
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Design 4

What’s next?
The engagement data contained in this report will be used to inform key staff and
management on the outcomes of the consultation for the proposed rehabilitation works. This
feedback will be considered, along with other factors including time frames, budget, funding
agreements and intended purpose.
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The feedback received will be used to inform the final design.
A copy of this report will be made publicly available on Council’s website.

Appendices
Appendix 1: Submission data
Appendix 2: Summary of workshops
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Looking at Design One, tell us which features you like or don't like and why?

Response Design Theme

Its OK

Positive

No comment

Neutral

No comment

limited landscaping

Neutral

Green space

No improvement to pedestrian safety is a big concern and cost of maintenance.
Why isn’t one of the car counters installed at this intersection to count how many cars use it per day? It
needs to be made safe by installing a roundabout, I like how the road remains the same width for the
possiblity of the chance of a roundabout (I believe this IS the only way to stop collisions at primrose and
Farquhar streets)

Negative

Pedestrian Safety

Negative

Pedestrian Safety

road stays the same, least cost effective

Negative

Other

I don’t like this design as there’s no real change to the existing layout or long term benefits

Negative

Other

I don't like the wide expanse of road to cross, which is dangerous and heat-producing.

Negative

Pedestrian Safety

Neutral

No comment

LIKE *retains wide street in keeping with Wingham's historic/rural ambiance *allows for safer
manouevring for angle parking *future parking demands could be accommodated by using centre of road
as in Isabella St.
Positive

Wide street width

DISLIKE *retains gutter bridges

Gutter bridges removed

Negative

Bent & Farquhar
intersection

no traffic island/roundabout at Farquhar/Bent St. intersection..

Negative

Nothing

Negative

Like angle parking outside churches

Positive

Camber of the street leads to erratic driving, especially if driving

Neutral

Primrose and Farquhar street not addressed

Negative

Pedestrian Safety
Primrose Intersection
Safety

Doesn’t address peeding day and night

Negative

Primrose Intersection
Safety

Like Width of Road

Positive

Primrose street intersection

Negative

No comment
Want angle parking
outside church

Wide street width
Primrose Intersection
Safety

Looking at Design Two, tell us which features you like or don't like and why?
more green space/heat reduction

Neutral

Green space

Neutral

No comment

increased greenspace and opportunity for landscaping trees; loss of 15 car parking; power and telecom
issues may need consideration.

Positive Green space

Too many car spaces lost

Negative Retain car parking

Nothing- bringing the road in any more is eliminating the chance of a roundabout and more mowing for
residents
The proposal spoken about at 22/5 meeting, stating that if this option was chosen there may be an
opportunity for the Bent St and Farquhar St intersection to be fixed AND the Farquhar St Pedestrian
Crossing to be moved back outside the Catholic Church in the interest of the safety and welfare of the 80
or so St Joseph's community members who cross that road each school day.
I love this design for the narrowing of the existing road and the planned increase in green nature strips on
each side of the street. Wingham is in much need of mending all existing roads and the added benefit of
narrowing Farquhar St will in general encourage lower driving speed in this area aswell as making our
town more beautiful! Well done to the council design team on Draft number two! I also believe this plan
includes moving the current pedestrian crossing further back towards the primary school entrance which
is a fabulous idea for the safety of students and community members who use this crossing aswelI. I
would however like to take this opportunity to ask that consideration be made for a roundabout at the
Bent St and Farquhar St intersection which in its current state in my opinion can be very confusing and
I like the increased green space and narrowing of the road, making it more community and
environmentally friendly, decreasing heat, increasing pedestrian usability and beauty in the streetscape.
Reducing cost over the longer term would mean there is more funding available for addressing the issue
of traffic control at the Bent St/Farquhar St intersection, which should be the priority for the safety of the
school children crossing the dangerous intersection and for cars. Moving the pedestrian crossing at this
Crossing would be more visible & not as much confusion as existing cross roads. Children can access
crossing straight into front entry & bypass traffic.

No extra lawn
Negative Maintenance

Bent & Farquhar
Negative intersection

Bent & Farquhar
Positive intersection

Bent & Farquhar
Positive intersection
Bent & Farquhar
Positive intersection

LIKE * removal of gutter bridges

Gutter bridges
Positive removed

Nothing

Negative No comment

Not enough parking spaces
Too much mowing of extra lawn
Like parallel parking

No to loss of
Negative parking
No extra lawn
Negative Maintenance

Don’t like larger green space and lawn maintenance

Positive Parallel parking
No extra lawn
Negative Maintenance

No cycleway

Negative Other

No angle parking outside church
Kerb protrubances at primrose and queens street
Pedestrian crossing
Parallel Parking
LIKE IT
Like it
Don’t like no pedestrian safety
Extra Green space
Less car parking
less road width to cross as a pedestrian
Loss of parking
Primrose and Farquhar street not addressed
Green space
Bubbles at intersections
Bent and Farquhar intersection
Reshaping road and levelling no bridges
Loss of parking
Lawn mowing

Want angle parking
Negative outside church
Primrose
Positive Intersection Safety
Bent & Farquhar
Negative intersection
Positive Parallel parking
Positive No comment
Positive Green space
Negative Pedestrian Safety
Positive Green space
OK to parking
Positive reduction
Positive Pedestrian Safety
No to loss of
Negative parking
Primrose
Negative Intersection Safety
No extra lawn
Negative maintenance
Positive Pedestrian Safety
Bent & Farquhar
Negative intersection
Gutter bridges
Positive removed
No to loss of
Negative parking
No extra lawn
Negative Maintenance

DISLIKE *loss of all angle parking * loss of 15 parking spaces *narrow road not in keeping with
Wingham's historic/rural ambiance *no traffic island/roundabout at Farquhar/Bent St. intersection *too
much "green area" to maintain (by Council or residents at substantial costs to either
DISLIKE *loss of all angle parking * loss of 15 parking spaces *narrow road not in keeping with
Wingham's historic/rural ambiance *no traffic island/roundabout at Farquhar/Bent St. intersection *too
much "green area" to maintain (by Council or residents at substantial costs to either
DISLIKE *loss of all angle parking * loss of 15 parking spaces *narrow road not in keeping with
Wingham's historic/rural ambiance *no traffic island/roundabout at Farquhar/Bent St. intersection *too
much "green area" to maintain (by Council or residents at substantial costs to either

Bent & Farquhar
Negative intersection
No to loss of
Negative parking
No extra lawn
Negative Maintenance

Looking at Design Three, tell us which features you like or don't like and why?
cannot abide the kerb blisters on any road

Negative Other

Neutral

no comment

better pedestian and mobility scooter design

Positive Pedestrian safety

Don't like gutter bridges

Negative Gutter bridges removed

Nothing- installing them blisters is eliminating the change of a roundabout- lets look at Flett street
roundabout Taree it is much more safer now.

Negative Pedestrian safety

another lesser cost effective measure

Negative No comment

I don’t see the long term benefit for our town in this design

Negative No comment

Neutral

No comment

neutral

No comment

LIKE *retains wide street in keeping with Wingham's historid/rural ambiance *allows for safer manoeuvring
Bent & Farquhar
for angle parking *retains mostly angle parking *safer crossing for pedestrians at Bent St. intersection
Positive intersection
DISLIKE *retention of gutter bridges *disabled parking on slope *too much "green area" to maintain (by
Council or residents at substantial cost to either) *no traffic island/roundabout at Farquhar/Bent St.
intersection.
Negative Gutter bridges removed

Kerb blisters

Primrose Street intersection improved

Positive Kerb blisters
Want angle parking
Positive outside church
Primrose Intersection
Positive Safety

Blisters better for pedestrians

Positive Kerb blisters

Same road with as option 1

Postive

Retention of gutter bridges

Negative Gutter bridges removed

Intersection bubbles

Positive Kerb blisters

No change to gutter bridges
Like the bubbles
Don’t like parallel parking
Like option 2 and 3 with bubbles

Negative
Positive
Negative
Postive

Bubbles
Kerb protrudences are good

Positive Kerb blisters
Positive Kerb blisters

Still has bridges
Less green space

Negative Gutter bridges removed
Negative Green space

Angle parking outside the halls

Wide street width

Gutter bridges removed
Kerb blisters
No parallel parking
Kerb blisters

Looking at Design Four, tell us which features you like or don't like and why?
Do not like kerb blisters.Very hard to see at night.Should be removed from other local roads
Negative Other
I like design 4 it seems to be the best allround design. The only problem i see is the lack of foresight to
improve the road pavement from the queen st intersection to just past the town hall this part is just as bad
and it would help out the diggers on Anzac day. Another 50m just to smooth out isn't to much to ask.
Positive Other
Increased green space and better pedestian and mobility scooter design; improved savings and
opportunities for suitable tree planting for bird habitat and shade
Positive Green space
best option, no gutter bridges, less cost, least car spaces lost
Nothing more mowing (of councils nature strip) for residents, eliminating the chance of a roundabout,
Making the driveways longer, I have spent a lot of money on my exposed aggregate driveway, will the
council match this expensive drive way? I don’t think so. I understand that roundabouts might cost
excessive funds, but why not utilise the wider road and install a round about???

Positive Gutter bridges removed

same as option 2 but the Uniting curch also retain their parking spaces outside the church

Neutral

I don’t like this design as overall I think the Draft number two suits our community best

Negative Other

This design is highly desirable. It has the best combination of parallel and angled parking that would suit
community use. It is quite a cost effective option, crossing distance for pedestrians and cars is greatly
reduced, thereby increasing safety. There is plenty of extra green space, which would add to the beauty
of the streetscape for the community's benefit.

Positiive Pedestrian Safety

Negative No extra lawn maintenance

Neutral
LIKE *removal of gutter bridges * retaining some angle parking which also retains feeling of a wider
street
DISLIKE *no traffic island/roundabout at Farquhar/Bent St. intersection * naarrowing of road * disabled
parking on slope *too much "green area" to maintain (by Council or residents at substantial cost to either)

Retain church parking

No comment

Positive Gutter bridges removed

Bent & Farquhar intersection

Increased green space

Positive Green space

Removal of gutter bridges

Positive Gutter bridges removed

Parallel parking

Negative No parallel parking

Width of road to narrow

Negative No width reduction

More parking outside church

Positive Retain church parking

kerb blisters

Positive Kerb blisters

traffic calming measures

Positive No comment

restricting traffic flow
Parking options
kerb blisters
Good parking outside of church

Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive

Bent and Farquhar intersection
best option,

Positive Bent & Farquhar intersection
Positve No comment

Preferred option
kerb blisters

Positive No comment
positive Kerb blisters

Crossings

Positive No comment

Gutter bridges

Positive Gutter bridges removed

No comment
No comment
Kerb blisters
Retain church parking

File note
Farquhar Street Wingham Road Rehabilitation and
discussion of Bent & Farquhar Street intersection
Workshop 1
Community Attendance:
Note;

20 recorded, 30+ in attendance

Approx 60-70% in attendance would have been under 60yrs.
Many reported they were very happy Council were visiting to discuss these
issues
1 x community member held the original 2004 plans for Bent & Farquhar
Street intersection and was quite angry/frustrated that this work had still not
been done

Format;

Changed format to suit community in attendance. Explained and discussed
one design plan (with a copy of that plan on each table) and then the tables
spoke about and wrote down what they liked and didn’t like. We then moved
on to next plan, and so on.
Bent & Farquhar Intersection design was discussed at the commencement of
the workshop, community were then asked to place a post-it-note on their
preferred design. 18 posit it notes on Option 1 and none on any other
design.

Important Information
At commencement of workshop it became evident that the community identified that
Farquhar Street encompasses the intersection of Bent & Farquhar and the importance of this
intersection being a priority.
The community informally voted that rectification works at the intersection of Bent & Farquhar
should take priority and importance over the rehabilitation works in Farquhar Street.

Things to consider that community raised;
o
o
o
o
o
o

Priority to community is Bent & Farquhar Street intersection
Majority of incidents occur at Primrose and Farquhar Street
Significant foot traffic from schools use Bent & Farquhar Street intersection and
continue along Farquhar Street
Feedback was positive that we were there and listening – they felt heard
Very unhappy plans are from 2004 and still have not been constructed
Commemorative trees along the street which should not be removed

Workshop 1 Notes
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Design Option 1 Feedback
Removed from discussion as it was agreed that this was not a suitable option.

Design Option 2 Feedback
LIKE
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Reshaping road
Levelling
No gutter bridges
Good
Extra green space
Less car parking
Less road width to cross as a
pedestrian
Parallel parking
Good benefits
15 spaces removed (not an issue)
Kerb protuberances at Primrose and
Queen St

DONT LIKE
o
o
o
o

Loss of parking
Maintenance of green space
Primrose St remains a problem
Not a lot of bubbling at intersections

Consider;
 Any design option that gets Bent & Farquhar St intersection and in particular the
crossing outside the Catholic Church done quicker
 Increase angle parking on Queen St (North) to make up the 15 lost around the
Town Hall
 Commemorative trees in the street
 Hybridise Primrose to Bent Street
 Opt 2 Primrose to Bent Street
 Option 4 Primrose to Queen Street
 Pedestrian crossing on Farquhar St is a death trap for school children and adults.

Design Option 3 Feedback
DON”T LIKE

LIKE
o
o
o

Intersection bubbles – great idea
Prefer Opt 2 with bubbles in Opt 3
Kerb protuberances

o
o
o

No parallel parking
Gutter bridges
Less green space to Opt 2

Consider;
 If gutter bridges have to stay can they be widened?

Design Option 4 Feedback
DON”T LIKE

LIKE
o
o

Preferred Option x 2
Bubbles

Workshop 1 Notes

o

No bubbles reducing the width of the
intersections and increasing safety
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o
o
o
o

Crossings
Gutter bridge removal
Savings can go to moving
pedestrian crossing as a priority
Minimal loss of parking

Consider;






Minimal loss of parking; angle parking outside of Church
Have bubbles reducing the width of the intersections and increasing safety
Queen to Primrose, funeral parking at Church
Primrose to Bent not good (Opt 2 in this section is good)
Lane between Uniting Church and 41 needs resealing

Workshop Feedback – 7 completed
7 stated they had an opportunity to have their say
7 stated there was enough time for questions
4 x 10/10 for how the workshop was run (2 x 9/10 and 1 x unanswered)
10/10 rating the facilitators (1 x 9/10 and 2x 8/10)
Comments received;
Answered all my questions
Thank you for addressing the need for moving the crossing to outside
the primary school and improve safety on the Bent St/ Farquhar St
intersection, Option 4 good for Farquhar Street
Everything explained very well
Well run with excellent staff
They listened well to addressing the need of moving the crossing asap,
safety of the students of St Joeys.

Workshop 1 Notes
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File note
Farquhar Street Wingham Road Rehabilitation and
discussion of Bent & Farquhar Street intersection
Workshop 2
Community Attendance:

8 recorded, 14 in attendance

Note;

Most were pleased Council were in attendance to discuss the design options
and their concerns

Format;

Continued with format used at first workshop on 22 May 2019.
Bent & Farquhar Intersection design was discussed at the commencement of
the workshop, community were then asked to place a post-it-note on their
preferred design. 7 posit it notes on Option 1 and two placed on Option 3.
Discussion and explanation of Farquhar St Rehabilitation works commenced
with each table viewing the design plans. The plans were alternated until
each plan had been discussed and the community had their opportunity to
write their comments for each design option.

Additional Information
The dynamic of the workshop was quite different to that of the day workshop with the small
representation in attendance more focussed on the rehabilitation works rather than the
intersection of Bent & Farquhar Streets. At Workshop one it was identified that the priority to
those in attendance was the intersection of Bent & Farquhar Street.

Things to consider that community raised
o
o
o

Savings, making savings that could be spent on other projects
Slowing of traffic
That community members will be responsible to maintain more grassed areas

Design Option 1 Feedback
LIKE
o
o
o
o

Width of the road
Nothing
Angle parking outside of Churches
Camber of the street leads to erratic
driving, especially if driving

Workshop 2 Notes

DON’T LIKE
o
o
o

Primrose Street to intersection
Doesn’t address the issue of
accidents at the intersection of
Primrose and Farquhar
Doesn’t address the speeding day
and night
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Design Option 2 Feedback
LIKE
o
o

Parallel parking
Nothing

DON’T LIKE
o
o
o
o

Extra burden on elderly population
to maintain larger verge, too much
mowing of extra lawn
No cycleway
No angle parking outside of Church
Not enough parking spaces

Consider;
 No trees on corners please
 How will 45 parking and parallel parking fit together

Design Option 3 Feedback
DON’T LIKE

LIKE
o
o
o

Blisters – better for pedestrians
Same road width as Option 1
Angle parking outside halls and
Churches

o

Retention of gutter bridges

Consider;
 Is the tatty road narrowing device in Primrose Street going to be removed?

Design Option 4 Feedback
DON’T LIKE

LIKE
o
o
o
o
o
o

Provides more parking outside
Church
Kerb blisters
Traffic calming measures
Restricting flow at Queen and
Farquhar Street
Increased green space
Removal of gutter bridges

o
o
o
o

No cycleway
Parallel parking on both sides of the
road from Bent to Primrose Street
Should be the same parking on
entire side of street – not half angle
and parallel
Width of the road too narrow

Consider;
 Need all driveway signs redone eg. exit signs – some are missing or stolen

Workshop Feedback – 8 completed
7 stated they had an opportunity to have their say, 1 stating no
7 stated there was enough time for questions, 1 stating no

Workshop 2 Notes
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How the workshop was run feedback rated between 5-10 (2x10, 1x9,
1x8, 2x7, 1x6, 1x7)
Facilitators ratings feedback was between 5-10 (2x10, 1x9, 2x8, 1x7,
1x5)
Comments received;
I hope I’m not here in 15 years discussing the same issue. Long live the
fantasy roundabout.

Workshop 2 Notes
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